29 March 1958

Kate dear,

Thank you for the news which to me are always interesting! — I am glad Papa had some time with B.S.E. Did you see Bill's picture in the Newsweek?

Yesterday we went to see the Bridge on the Pinauwa — what a picture! We sat on the edge of the cliffs — you must see it! Today we went for a little excursion in the island — saw a lovely beach and the rain mountain (lots of tropical vegetation) — the children were very interested. Now it rains for a change but it won't be long —
At every concert, air-conditioned and also a little too much with vaccinated.

I then caught a little sniffle, so he is out of swimming for 3 days— but it is not serious so fever— we all got a little Brenda too. It is so difficult with the wind and sun— but nothing serious.

All is well, and we are having a wonderful rest and sleep a lot etc. — The children had a few tennis lessons, and enjoyed it a lot. I finally bought some shorts for myself, because I got tired of the same 2 dresses since 3 weeks! — Also a pair for Alina and John. I have the return tickets for the 2 nd Wednesday. Pan American flight 20, think 2:17. Anyway, we leave here at 5:30 pm, non-stop. Of course no meetings please—we would have dined. We are coming family plan. First day on the same tickets. Dillard stays 80% love in Buffalo because he has to check with the orchestra the Mozart x Beethoven.